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Abstract: This work investigates gap winds in a steep, deep river canyon prone to wildland
fire. The driving mechanisms and the potential for forecasting the gap winds are investigated.
The onset and strength of the gap winds are found to be correlated to the formation of an along-gap
pressure gradient linked to periodic development of a thermal trough in the Pacific Northwest, USA.
Numerical simulations are performed using a reanalysis dataset to investigate the ability of numerical
weather prediction (NWP) to simulate the observed gap wind events, including the timing and
flow characteristics within the canyon. The effects of model horizontal grid spacing and terrain
representation are considered. The reanalysis simulations suggest that horizontal grid spacings used
in operational NWP could be sufficient for simulating the gap flow events given the regional-scale
depression in which the Salmon River Canyon is situated. The strength of the events, however,
is under-predicted due, at least in part, to terrain smoothing in the model. Routine NWP, however,
is found to have mixed results in terms of forecasting the gap wind events, primarily due to problems
in simulating the regional sea level pressure system correctly.
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1. Introduction

Horizontal pressure gradients can produce strong winds in mountain passages under otherwise
quiescent conditions. The affected passages vary widely in scale and geometry and include gaps
(terrain openings connecting mountain ranges), canyons or channels, passes, and straits. Flow induced
by an along-passage pressure gradient is referred to as pressure-driven channeling (e.g., [1]). The cause
of the pressure gradient and the resulting flow signature can vary from site-to-site according to
the local terrain geometry and atmospheric conditions; however, the general mechanism and flow
characteristics are similar among sites. Pressure-driven flow through a terrain gap is also referred to
as a “gap wind” [2]. In this work, we investigate gap winds observed in the Salmon River Canyon,
a narrow, deep gap surrounded by complex terrain, during a 2011 surface wind field campaign [3].

An along-gap pressure gradient can form due to processes at various scales. A pressure gradient
may form due to local forces (e.g., differences in surface heating and cooling at either end of the
gap), convective-scale forces (e.g., thunderstorm outflows), or synoptic-scale forces (e.g., traveling
pressure systems). These forces can also interact to drive the horizontal pressure gradient and resulting
flow across the gap. The strongest gap winds tend to form under stable atmospheric conditions,
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when near-surface winds are decoupled from flows aloft, and the pressure gradient is strong along the
gap. Strong gap winds can interrupt or overwhelm mountain diurnal winds [2].

The wide range of scales which can affect the generation of the horizontal pressure gradient and
the large site-to-site variability of mountain gaps make it difficult to extrapolate observations and
forecasting techniques from one location to another. Additional investigations, particularly in gaps
with configurations that have not been thoroughly explored, will lead to a better understanding of
gap winds for classes of similar gaps. The best-studied gap flows have typically been in relatively
large gaps near major population centers, such as the Columbia River Gorge (e.g., [4]), Brenner Pass
(e.g., [5]), and the Strait of Juan de Fuca (e.g., [6]). Fewer investigations have been conducted for
narrower gaps, such as the Salmon River Canyon.

Gap winds can have substantial impacts on the local climatology [4], transport and dispersion of
pollutants [7], cloud formation [8], aviation operations [9], and wildland fire behavior [10,11]. The gap
investigated in this work, the Salmon River Canyon in central Idaho, USA, experiences frequent
wildfire activity. There were 14 large wildfires in the canyon during 2000–2015. Roughly 80% of the
Salmon River corridor has burned at least once since 2000 according to the Monitoring Trends in Burn
Severity (MTBS84) dataset [12]. Gap winds could surprise firefighters given their timing (morning
time, which is usually characterized by a transition to upslope/upvalley flow) and strength if they
are not forecast by operational models or local meteorologists. Gap winds in the canyon, therefore,
have practical implications for wildland firefighting operations and firefighter safety in the region.
Unlike many previously studied gaps, the Salmon River Canyon is a remote, deep, narrow canyon
surrounded by rugged terrain in all directions. The discovery of strong gap winds in this canyon is
particularly important for firefighting operations given the difficult access and rugged terrain.

Gap winds can be forecast by numerical weather prediction (NWP) models if regional near-surface
pressure patterns are correctly simulated, the gap is wide enough to be resolved by the model, and the
model has sufficient vertical resolution near the surface to resolve the gap flow layer. The horizontal
grid spacing determines what terrain features are resolved in the model. Six to eight grid cells are
needed to adequately resolve a given terrain feature within the model [13]. Gap flows through large
gaps (e.g., >18 km wide, such as the Strait of Juan de Fuca in the U.S.) can often be forecast explicitly
by operational high-resolution (3–4 km horizontal grid spacing) NWP models. Gap flows through
narrower gaps such as the Salmon River Canyon (1–2 km wide) presumably require modeling at a
higher horizontal resolution than what is typically used in operational NWP (e.g., 3 km is the smallest
grid spacing used for operational NWP in the U.S.). In the absence of higher resolution modeling,
there is also potential to use forecast sea level pressures across the gap (e.g., [2]) to estimate the onset
and strength of gap wind events.

Here we investigate the gap winds identified in Butler et al. [3] including the driving mechanism
and the potential for forecasting. The correlation between gap winds and formation of an along-gap
pressure gradient linked to periodic development of a thermal trough in the Pacific Northwest is
investigated. Numerical simulations are performed to investigate the ability of NWP to simulate the
observed gap wind events, including the timing and flow characteristics within the canyon. The effects
of model horizontal grid spacing and terrain representation are considered. The findings from this
work are important for wildland fire applications in the Salmon River Canyon and other similar deep,
narrow canyons.

2. Methods

2.1. Geographic Location, Terrain, and Observed Winds

The study area and observed wind regimes are described in detail in Butler et al. [3]. Here, we
provide an overview of those descriptions and expand on them to include the greater Salmon River
Canyon and surrounding terrain upstream of the study area.
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The Salmon River originates in eastern Idaho near the Montana border and drains the Clearwater
and Selway-Bitterroot mountains (elevations > 3000 m) to the north and south of the river (Figure 1).
The canyon runs predominantly east–west, until it reaches Riggins, Idaho, where it makes a 90 degree
turn to run north, paralleling the Oregon border. East of Riggins, the canyon is narrow, roughly
1000 m deep, and highly dissected by smaller drainages. The canyon opens up considerably in Riggins
where it bends north and the Little Salmon River joins it from the south. North of Riggins, the river
is bordered on the west by mountains running north–south which divide the Salmon River from the
Snake River until the two converge roughly 50 km north. The river canyon immediately north of
Riggins is much wider than upstream. The basin in Riggins, roughly 10 km west of our study area,
is the first major opening of the constricted canyon in over 200 km. The canyon is comprised of timber
in the upper elevations, grasses in the lower elevations, and exposed bedrock.
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extent (several km) and spacing (100 s of m) of the sensors was chosen to provide a dataset that could 
be used to evaluate wind predictions from both diagnostic micro-scale and high-resolution NWP 
models and to ensure feasible maintenance as the canyon is remote and rugged, making access to the 
sensors strenuous and time consuming. The timing and duration of the observations was chosen so 
that a range of typical fire season meteorological conditions could be sampled. The predominant 
vegetation is grass with some timber in the higher elevations on the north aspects. Measurements 
were made during 16 July–13 September 2011. The river is the dividing line between the Mountain 
and Pacific Time Zones. For clarity we report all times in Mountain Daylight Time and refer to this 
as Local Time (LT). 

Butler et al. [3] identified two wind regimes in the study area: a thermally-driven diurnal regime 
and a synoptically-forced regime, which included periods of pressure-driven, downvalley winds 

Figure 1. Study area and surrounding terrain. (a) Digital elevation model of the Salmon River Canyon
and surrounding terrain; the small black crosses indicate wind sensor locations. (b) Geographic location
of the Salmon River Canyon; the yellow box denotes the location Salmon River Canyon; the black circle
indicates the study area. (c) Hillshade of the study area with wind sensor locations.

The Butler et al. [3] study area (45.402◦, −116.23◦) covers a 5 km long stretch of river approximately
10 km east (upstream) of Riggins (Figure 1) and spans in elevation from the canyon bottom (550 m) to
the nearest ridgetops (1600 m). Wind sensor locations were chosen to characterize near-surface winds
within the study area, including the micro-scale effects of the canyon terrain. The extent (several km)
and spacing (100 s of m) of the sensors was chosen to provide a dataset that could be used to evaluate
wind predictions from both diagnostic micro-scale and high-resolution NWP models and to ensure
feasible maintenance as the canyon is remote and rugged, making access to the sensors strenuous
and time consuming. The timing and duration of the observations was chosen so that a range of
typical fire season meteorological conditions could be sampled. The predominant vegetation is grass
with some timber in the higher elevations on the north aspects. Measurements were made during
16 July–13 September 2011. The river is the dividing line between the Mountain and Pacific Time
Zones. For clarity we report all times in Mountain Daylight Time and refer to this as Local Time (LT).

Butler et al. [3] identified two wind regimes in the study area: a thermally-driven diurnal regime
and a synoptically-forced regime, which included periods of pressure-driven, downvalley winds (gap
winds). Figure 2 shows winds observed during typical diurnal (downslope and upslope) and gap
wind periods.
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11 August 2011; and (c) gap winds at 1000 LT on 17 August 2011.

The diurnal cycle was characterized by upslope winds during 0900 to 1500 LT and a transition to
upvalley winds around 1500 LT, which lasted until about 1900 LT. Subsequently, there was a transition
to downslope winds which lasted until about 0700 LT. The average wind speed measured during
the diurnal cycle was 2.0 m s−1 and the highest wind speed measured during the diurnal cycle
was 4.2 m s−1.

Gap winds were characterized by an increase in wind speed and consistent easterly flow and
typically began around 0500 LT and ended by 1200 LT. The gap winds overpowered the normal diurnal
cycle during this period, but the diurnal flow regime re-established once the gap wind ceased (usually
by 1200 LT). The gap winds were the strongest winds observed in the study area with wind speeds up
to 15 m s−1. The easterly gap wind events pushed the onset of upslope/upvalley flow from 0900 LT
back to 1200 or 1300 LT. The highest winds were observed at the mid- and upper-elevation sensors,
which is consistent with gap flow prototypes proposed by Armi and Mayr [5].

Butler et al. [3] noted that the gap wind events coincided with periods of an east–west sea level
pressure gradient (higher pressure to the east) along the length of the Salmon River Canyon. Here we
quantify that pressure gradient and its correlation to the strength of the observed gap flow events.
We also investigate the link between the east–west pressure gradient and a surface pressure low that
intermittently forms in the Pacific Northwest during summertime [2,14,15]. At the onset of the gap
wind events (usually around 0500 LT), the synoptic-scale horizontal sea level pressure gradient and
local-scale, thermally-induced horizontal pressure gradient are aligned. Because of this alignment,
it is suspected that the gap winds are enhanced by the nighttime katabatic flow persisting from the
previous night.

The following are typical characteristics of gap winds: an along-gap wind that is stronger than
the diurnal winds, lack of a jet-like profile, lack of flow reversal at the usual morning transition time,
and a favorable along-gap pressure gradient (e.g., [1]). All of these characteristics are observed during
the gap winds in the study area.

2.2. Classification of Gap Wind Events

To classify gap wind events, we screen the data for periods during which easterly (downvalley)
flow is consistently measured at a majority of the sensor locations during roughly 0500–1200 LT.
We specify that the wind be downvalley at a “majority of the sensor locations” because some sensors
never have a consistent easterly component, likely due to smaller-scale flow features induced by
the local terrain (e.g., side drainages, side wall bifurcations, etc.). The classified gap wind event
days are referred to as “event days” and the days not classified as event days are referred to as
“non-event days”.

2.3. Calculation of the Sea Level Pressure Gradient

Sea level pressures from ERA-Interim at the European Center for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasting (ECMWF) [16], National Center for Environmental Prediction/National Center for
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Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) [17], and NCEP North American Regional Reanalysis
(NARR) [18] reanalyses are used to calculate the mean sea level pressure gradient across the length of
the Salmon River Canyon, from the Montana border to the Oregon border (Figure 1). The horizontal
grid spacing of these reanalysis datasets is coarse (80, 210 and 32 km grid spacing) compared to the
scale of the study area; however, our hypothesis is that the observed gap wind events are canyon-scale
events tied to the regional sea level pressure gradient. The horizontal grid spacings of the reanalysis
datasets are adequate for testing this relationship between the gap winds and the regional sea level
pressure gradient.

The sea level pressure at 0600 LT is extracted at either end of a 240-km east–west transect following
the canyon. These values are used to calculate an average sea level pressure gradient along the canyon
for each day of the study period. The ECMWF model on which the ERA-Interim reanalysis is based has
been shown to outperform other models in terms of sea level pressure forecast skill [19]. The calculated
sea level pressure gradients are similar between the reanalyses; however, the ERA-Interim reanalysis
provided the best correlation with gap wind strength. Here we only report the pressure gradients
calculated based on the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Table 1).

Linear regressions are performed to investigate the predictability of gap wind strength at sensor
NM3 based the on the sea level pressure gradient at 0600 LT. Sensor NM3 was used because it provided
the best correlation with the sea level pressure gradient. Sea level pressure gradients at 0900 and
1200 LT were also investigated, but the gradient at 0600 LT was found to be the best predictor and is
used in this analysis. Cloud cover was also investigated as a predictor, but did not improve regressions
and is not included in this analysis.

Table 1. Wind speed and direction measured at NM3 and calculated sea level pressure gradients from
the ERA-Interim reanalysis during gap wind event days. NM3 was located on the north canyon wall
about one-third of the way up. Average direction and maximum speed are reported for 0500–1200 LT.
Average speeds are wind speeds averaged over the specified hour. Maximum speeds are the maximum
instantaneous speeds observed (30-s averages).

Date Average
Direction (◦)

Maximum
Speed (m s−1)

Average
Speed (m s−1)

(0600 LT)

Average
Speed (m s−1)

(0900 LT)

Average
Speed (m s−1)

(1200 LT)

Pressure Gradient
(Pa km−1) (0600 LT)

16 July 2011 150 10 0.7 5.6 1.8 1.0
17 July 2011 142 5.9 2.6 3.3 2.8 1.1
24 July 2011 141 9.8 4.1 6.7 5.3 1.2
30 July 2011 143 8.4 2.9 3.3 1.1 1.1

1 August 2011 153 6.3 3.6 3.2 2.8 0.2
2 August 2011 168 7.1 1.2 1.0 2.3 1.1
4 August 2011 156 11 1.4 4.6 1.8 0.6
5 August 2011 145 12 2.7 3.8 3.8 1.3
6 August 2011 144 7.8 1.3 3.5 3.2 0.7

13 August 2011 140 9.9 2.5 5.0 6.6 1.3
16 August 2011 144 6.5 1.5 3.1 3.2 0.7
17 August 2011 141 8.9 3.1 6.0 5.0 0.7
20 August 2011 141 5.9 2.1 2.8 2.8 0.8
21 August 2011 136 9.7 3.5 4.5 4.9 0.6
22 August 2011 137 10 4.2 6.3 4.6 0.9
24 August 2011 129 11 2.6 6.5 6.3 0.9
25 August 2011 164 7.8 3.3 1.1 2.0 0.6
26 August 2011 136 7.1 1.8 3.5 4.2 1.1
28 August 2011 126 7.1 1.9 3.1 5.0 1.2
29 August 2011 132 7.1 4.7 3.5 2.3 0.3

3 September2011 148 7.2 0.4 3.4 2.5 0.7
4 September 2011 131 11 4.1 6.3 6.4 1.4
5 September 2011 145 5.8 4.8 7.1 6.4 1.1
6 September 2011 156 4.6 1.0 3.3 3.3 0.8
7 September 2011 136 10 5.6 6.7 6.3 1.5
8 September 2011 137 11 6.1 6.5 6.3 1.8
9 September 2011 150 7.4 0.8 2.8 3.6 1.2
10 September 2011 150 6.7 4.5 6.3 4.4 1.6
11 September 2011 134 9.5 4.2 7.7 5.2 1.4
12 September 2011 140 8.9 3.4 4.8 4.7 1.5
13 September 2011 150 5.4 0.8 4.8 4.3 1.1
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2.4. Numerical Model Setup

The Advanced Research Version of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) model,
version 3.8, is used for numerical simulations. WRF is a non-hydrostatic NWP model that solves the
compressible Navier–Stokes equations using finite difference discretization techniques [13].

Four one-way nested domains are used for the simulations. The outermost domain (d01) has
a horizontal grid spacing of 36 km and covers the U.S. Pacific Northwest. The outermost domain
is nested down to a domain with 12 km horizontal grid spacing (d02) covering most of Idaho and
parts of neighboring states. The 12 km domain is nested down to a domain with 4 km horizontal grid
spacing (d03) covering central Idaho. The 4 km domain is nested down to a domain with 1.33 km
horizontal grid spacing (d04) covering the study area and upper Salmon River Canyon. The domains
have 33 vertical levels with a model top height around 10,000 Pa. For brevity we refer to the domains
as the “36 km”, “12 km”, “4 km” and “1.33 km” domains.

The 4 km domain completely covers the Salmon River Canyon and surrounding terrain.
The 1.33 km domain was positioned to include the study area as well as a portion of the Salmon River
Canyon upstream of the study area. The study area is near the western edge of the 1.33 km domain,
but there are more than seven grid cells between the study area and the western domain boundary.

The following parameterizations are used: Noah Land Surface Model [20], Thompson microphysics [21],
Kain–Fritsch convective scheme [22] (except in the 1.33 km domain), Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM)
for longwave radiation [23], Dudhia [24] for shortwave radiation, Monin–Obukhov similarity scheme [25] at
the surface, and the Yonsei University (YSU) boundary layer scheme [26]. No convective scheme is used
in the 1.33 km domain. The model settings used in this work were chosen to be representative of current
operational NWP modeling in the U.S. Pacific Northwest (e.g., [27]). A sensitivity analysis investigating the
effects of the various settings (physics options, vertical layer placement, etc.) on model results would be
interesting, but is beyond the scope of the current work.

Global Multi-resolution Terrain Elevation Data (GMTED2010) at 30 arc-second (~900 m) resolution
are used for all but the 36 km domain, which uses 10 arc-minute terrain data. Because unresolved
terrain features can generate forcings that are not properly resolved by the model and which can
decrease computational stability, it is often recommended that terrain smoothing be used to filter
features not resolved by the model. Skamarock [28] reported a WRF model effective resolution of seven
times the model horizontal grid spacing, which means a 1.33 km domain has an effective resolution
of about 9.3 km. In this work, the resolution of the terrain data (900 m) is 10.3 times higher than the
model effective resolution for the 1.33 km domain (7 × 1.33 km = 9310 m), and 93 times higher than
the model effective resolution for the 12 km domain (7 × 12 km = 84,000 m). To address this issue, we
performed simulations with and without terrain smoothing. There were no appreciable differences
between the smoothed and unsmoothed simulations in the study area, so here we only present the
unsmoothed results.

The 36 km domain is initialized with NARR data. The NARR was used because NARR sea
level pressure gradients compared well with the ERA-Interim sea level pressure gradients during
the simulation period and we were already set up to initialize WRF with NARR data. It could be
interesting to investigate results from initialization with other datasets in the future. The time step
for the 1.33 km domain is 8.9 s. Analysis nudging (e.g., [29]) is used above the boundary layer in the
outer-most (36 km) domain. Simulations are run for 15–19 August 2011 with 12 h of model spin-up
and the output is written hourly. This period was chosen because it contains both event and non-event
days and sodar data are available for comparison with simulated vertical wind profiles.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Frequency and Characteristics of Gap Wind Events

We identified 31 event days in the observed dataset out of the 60-day measurement period
(Table 1). Event days occur in clusters of two or three days, except in early September when 10 event
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days occur in a row (Table 1). All of the event days have a favorable pressure gradient at 0600 LT
ranging from 0.2 to 1.8 Pa km−1 with an average of 1.0 Pa km−1. Non-event days did not have a
favorable pressure gradient. The correlation with sea level pressure is discussed further in Section 3.2.

Here we report winds measured at a single sensor, NM3, for correlation with the surface pressure
gradient on all classified event days. Sensor NM3 was located on the north canyon wall about one-third
of the way up. As noted previously, the strength of the gap flow varies with position in the canyon,
with the strongest flows typically at the mid- and upper-elevation sensors. While upper-elevation
sensors typically measured higher speeds during gap events than those at lower elevations, inspection
of winds at NM3 is useful for quantifying the within-canyon gap flow strength. Inspection of a single
sensor allows for comparison between event days and correlation with sea level pressure gradient.

Another approach would have been to use winds measured at all sensors to estimate a
cross-sectional flow through the valley study area; however, several issues related to terrain complexity
complicate this method. First, small-scale flow features induced by local terrain occasionally appeared
to impact some sensors (e.g., local recirculation zones were measured, rather than the broader valley
flow field). Second, there is not an actual “top” to the valley below which the flow is contained, so
definition of a flow cross-section is problematic.

There is a significant (p < 0.01) correlation between the sea level pressure gradient at 0600 LT
and the hourly average (averaged over the 0900 h) wind speed measured at NM3 at 0900 LT on event
days (Figure 3). The model coefficient of determination is 0.21. Given the inherent complexity of the
system, the fact that the sea level pressure gradient explains 21% of the variability in the strength of
the gap flow winds seems encouraging. Additional mechanisms, particularly the vertical stability of
the atmosphere, likely account for some of the variability in gap wind strength. Gap winds are likely
stronger under more stable atmospheric conditions due to suppressed mixing between the canyon
atmosphere and upper-level winds. Cloud cover and diurnal temperature variations along the canyon
would be expected to affect atmospheric stability within the canyon.

The average wind direction at NM3 ranges from 129◦ to 168◦, which is roughly aligned with the
valley axis in the study area. Hourly average speeds at NM3 range from 0.4 to 7.1 m s−1 and maximum
speeds range from 4.6 to 12 m s−1 during gap wind events. The wind speed at NM3 is often higher at
0900 LT than 0600 LT or 1200 LT during gap flow events, although this is not always the case (Table 1).

Given that the typical diurnal cycle includes a transition from downslope/downvalley to
upslope/upvalley around 0900 LT, it seems intuitive that the peak in the gap wind strength would
coincide with the peak in downvalley winds (sometime earlier in the morning) rather than around
the transition time. However, if the gap events are canyon-scale events, it seems possible that there is
momentum building over the early morning hours, as cooler, denser, more stable air from upcanyon
makes its way downcanyon and eventually into the study area. The gap wind events typically lasted
6–7 h, so it is possible that colder, denser air from upcanyon would be entering the study area around
0900 LT. This is one possible explanation for the later peak in the gap wind strength.
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Figure 3. Relationship between the mean sea level pressure gradient at 0600 LT and wind speed at
sensor NM3 at 0900 LT. Gray shading indicates the 95% confidence interval.

Figure 4 shows the 10-min average winds at the top of each hour observed at sensors NM3 and
NM1 during 15–19 August. Sensor NM1 was located about 300 m above NM3 (Figure 1). Two gap
wind events (16 and 17 August) occur during this period (Figure 4). The data at NM3 indicate
organized flow from the east with speeds above 9 m s−1 during the morning hours of the event days
(Figure 4). Winds at NM1 have a more easterly direction than the winds at NM3 during the events on
16 and 17 August (Figure 4), likely because NM1 was closer to the ridgetops where the flow was less
constrained by the valley sidewalls. Deeper within the valley at NM3, the winds are more aligned
with the valley axis in accordance with mechanical channeling (e.g., [2]). Peak wind speeds during the
gap events on 16 and 17 August are higher at NM1 than NM3 (9.5 vs. 5.0 m s−1 on 16 August and
10 vs. 7.1 m s−1 on 17 August) (Figure 5). The peak speeds also occur about two hours earlier at NM1
than NM3 (Figure 4). These characteristics are consistent with gap flow behavior.

Non-event days 15, 18 and 19 August transition from downslope/downvalley flow to
upslope/upvalley flow around 0900 LT (Figure 4). Afternoon wind speeds on 15 August are stronger
and more westerly at NM1 than on 18 and 19 August which could be from downward transport of
horizontal momentum into the canyon (Figure 4). Non-event days 18 and 19 August more closely
exhibit the typical diurnal cycle, with lighter afternoon winds and a stronger upslope component at
NM3 than on 15 August (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The 10-min average winds observed at the top of each hour at sensor: (a) NM1; and (b) NM3.
The blue shading highlights two gap wind events.

The morning transition is further detailed by the vertical wind profiles measured at 0900 LT by a
sodar located at river level on 17 and 18 August (Figure 5). On non-event day 18 August an upvalley
flow layer approximately 120 m deep is established, eroding the previous night’s residual downvalley
flow layer from the ground up. The sodar data on event day 17 August shows downvalley flow at
all heights with higher speeds between 200 and 300 m above ground level (AGL) than closer to the
surface (Figure 5).

Note that the sodar data only extend up to 300 m AGL (roughly the height of sensor NM3), which
is still within the canyon (approximately 700 m below the ridgetops). Thus, the vertical wind profiles
shown in Figure 5 only characterize the lower third of the full valley depth. Sodar profiles are for the
valley core near the center of the study area.
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is also common during the summer and would correspond to a broad region of low pressure 
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for event days suggest that likely all three mechanisms contributed to formation of a favorable 
pressure gradient along the Salmon River Canyon during the study period (not shown). 

Figure 5. Vertical profiles of wind speed at 0900 LT measured by a sodar located at river level during:
(a) a gap wind event on 17 Augus;t and (b) a non-event day on 18 August. The arrows are centered on
the average speed measured at each height AGL. The direction of the arrow indicates the direction of
the horizontal wind; arrows pointing left indicate wind from the east (downvalley wind). The arrow
color indicates the w-component of the wind.

3.2. Correlation with Sea Level Pressure Gradient

All event days have a favorable pressure gradient (decreasing pressure from east to west along
the canyon) (Table 1). Non-event days are characterized by either an unfavorable (higher pressure
to the west) or no pressure gradient (not shown). The ERA-Interim sea level pressure reanalyses for
event day 17 August and non-event day 18 August are shown in Figure 6. A high pressure ridge is
located directly over the eastern end of the Salmon River Canyon on event day 17 August (Figure 6b).
On this day, sea level pressure decreases across the length of the canyon to a region of low pressure
over eastern Washington and Oregon. On non-event day 18 August, there is low sea level pressure
over central Idaho and higher pressure to the west (Figure 6a). The 700-mb winds are westerly on both
days (not shown).

The clusters of event days appear to be linked to intermittent movement of synoptic-scale pressure
systems. A near-surface inverted pressure trough (thermal trough) frequently forms over central
Washington during summer months due to intense surface radiative heating in the arid Columbia
Basin. A closed low pressure is evident in the Columbia Basin region on event day 17 August
(Figure 6b); however, the closed low pressure is not evident on other event days, and instead there
is a broader region of low pressure over Washington, Oregon, and northern Nevada and California.
The West Coast thermal trough (WCTT) is the dominant mesoscale weather feature of the coastal
western United States. The WCTT frequently migrates over the Columbia Basin of central Washington
during summer months [14]. A northward migration of the Great Basin thermal trough is also common
during the summer and would correspond to a broad region of low pressure extending into Oregon
and Washington. Any of these mechanisms would provide a favorable pressure gradient for gap winds
in the Salmon River Canyon. Inspection of sea level pressure maps for event days suggest that likely
all three mechanisms contributed to formation of a favorable pressure gradient along the Salmon River
Canyon during the study period (not shown).
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Figure 6. ERA-Interim sea level pressure analysis for 0600 LT on: (a) non-event day 18 August;
and (b) event day 17 August. The study area is indicated with a star.

These synoptic-scale pressure patterns are often well-predicted by NWP and, thus, can be
anticipated regionally. The predictability of regional sea level pressure patterns by operational NWP is
discussed further in Section 3.4. Meteorologists and wildland fire managers should be aware of the
potential for gap winds associated with regional sea level pressure gradients.

3.3. Numerical Model Results

3.3.1. Simulation of Synoptic-Scale Patterns

A favorable sea level pressure gradient is simulated for event day 17 August and an unfavorable
sea level pressure gradient is simulated for non-event day 18 August in the 36 km domain (Figure 7),
in agreement with the ERA-Interim sea level pressure reanalysis (Table 1 and Figure 6). A closed low
pressure is simulated over the Columbia Basin on 17 August (Figure 7), which is also in agreement
with the reanalysis. (Figure 6).
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Figure 7. Mean sea level pressure and 10-m winds simulated in the 36 km domain at 0600 LT on:
(a) non-event day 18 August; and (b) event day 17 August. The study area is indicated with a star.

3.3.2. The 1.33 km Domain

Terrain representation in the 1.33 km domain is shown in Figure 8. The Salmon River Canyon and
some of the smaller side drainages (e.g., Allison Creek, Crooked Creek, and South Fork Salmon River)
are partially resolved. Terrain model elevations in the study area range from about 800 m at river level
to 1400 m on the canyon walls. The actual river-level elevation in the study area is 540 m and the
elevation at the northern end of the study area on the north side canyon wall is 1700 m. The elevation
difference in the terrain model is about 600 m, while the actual terrain difference is about 1160 m.

Figure 9 shows the simulated 10-m and 700-mb winds in the 1.33 km domain for 0900 LT on
event day 17 August. There is a clear decoupling between these levels. Downvalley flow is simulated
throughout the study area at the 10-m height, while the 700-mb winds are westerly throughout the
1.33 km domain.

The maximum simulated 10-m speed is over the upper elevations of the north side canyon wall,
near sensor NM1. The highest observed speeds during the 17 August event were at sensor NM1,
with a maximum 10-min average speed of 10.3 m s−1 at 0700 LT (Figure 5a). The 10-min average speed
observed at 0900 LT at NM1 is 7.8 m s−1 and the simulated speed is 4.6 m s−1, so the simulated speed
was under-predicted by 3.2 m s−1 (Figures 5a and 9a). The observed speeds at NM1 vary from 3.4 to
10.3 m s−1 over the course of the event (Figure 5a), but simulated speeds vary only from 2.5 to 4.6 m
s−1. The downvalley flow is simulated, but the highest wind speeds and temporal variability are not.
The results for event day 16 August are similar (not shown).

Downvalley flow is simulated not just within the study area, but also along the length of the
canyon upstream from the study area on both event days 16 and 17 August (Figure 9a). We do not
have measurements outside the study area for comparison, but the simulations suggest that the gap
wind events are canyon-scale events and not limited to the study area.
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Figure 9. Simulated: (a) 10-m winds; and (b) 700-mb winds in the 1.33 km domain at 0900 LT on event
day 17 August. The black box delineates the study area.

Vertical profiles of the simulated winds and potential temperature are examined for two transects
(one along-valley and one cross-valley) intersecting the study area (Figure 8). Along-valley vertical
profiles during the morning of the simulated event on 17 August show a layer of downvalley flow
between the surface and about 2000 m, with a shallow stagnant layer above up to about 2300 m
(Figure 10). Winds above the stagnant layer are westerly and generally increase with height. Between
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0600 and 0900 LT simulated winds are relatively constant, although the depth of the downvalley flow
layer increases slightly and the stagnant layer shifts upward (Figure 10). By 1200 LT, the simulation is
showing dissipation of downvalley flow at the surface, and, by 1500 LT, there is westerly (upvalley)
flow throughout the vertical profile (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Along-valley vertical profiles of wind and potential temperature simulated in the 1.33 km
domain for event day 17 August. Wind vectors indicate wind in the x-z plane. Wind speed is the
u-component of the wind; negative values indicate easterly flow. The study area is located in cells 7–10
on the x-axis. Only the lowest 6 km are shown.

Cross-valley vertical profiles during the morning of the simulated event on 17 August show a
core of downvalley flow near the center of the valley, but slightly offset over the south canyon wall
(Figure 11). The near-surface ridgetop winds are light and westerly (upvalley) or stagnant during
the morning period (Figure 11). Upper-level winds are from the southwest (Figure 11). By 1500 LT,
upvalley winds of 3–4 m s−1 are simulated in the valley center (Figure 11).
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showed a transition from downvalley to upvalley flow around 0800 LT, which is in agreement with 
measurements. 

Along-valley vertical profiles for non-event day 18 August are shown in Figure 12. On this day, 
simulated winds shift from nighttime downvalley winds to upvalley winds between 0600 LT and 
0900 LT (Figure 12). Simulated near-surface winds in the study area are weak (1–3 m s−1) and do not 
have a clear along-valley component at 0600 LT (Figure 12). By 0900 LT simulated winds are upvalley 
between 1–4 m s−1 (Figure 12). Between 0900 and 1500 LT, simulated upvalley surface winds increase 
to 6–7 m s−1. The within-canyon upvalley winds are aligned with the upper-level westerly winds. 

Figure 11. Cross-valley vertical profiles of wind and potential temperature simulated in the 1.33 km
domain for event day 17 August. Wind vectors indicate wind in the y-z plane. Wind speed is the
u-component of the wind; negative values indicate easterly flow. Into the page is west with the north
canyon wall on the right. Only the lowest 6 km are shown.

Simulations of non-event days 15, 18 and 19 August do not have downvalley winds during the
late morning period as the simulations for the event days do. Instead, simulations for non-event
days showed a transition from downvalley to upvalley flow around 0800 LT, which is in agreement
with measurements.

Along-valley vertical profiles for non-event day 18 August are shown in Figure 12. On this day,
simulated winds shift from nighttime downvalley winds to upvalley winds between 0600 LT and
0900 LT (Figure 12). Simulated near-surface winds in the study area are weak (1–3 m s−1) and do not
have a clear along-valley component at 0600 LT (Figure 12). By 0900 LT simulated winds are upvalley
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between 1–4 m s−1 (Figure 12). Between 0900 and 1500 LT, simulated upvalley surface winds increase
to 6–7 m s−1. The within-canyon upvalley winds are aligned with the upper-level westerly winds.Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  16 of 22 
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Upslope winds are not simulated during the morning of 18 August (Figure 13), presumably due 
to insufficient vertical resolution in the model, although they were observed in the study area. 
Upvalley winds of 1–5 m s−1 are simulated near the surface over the valley axis (Figure 13). The 
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along a slightly northwest-southeast angle in the study area (Figure 8). Simulated winds well above 
the ridgetops of the canyon do not have this northerly component (Figure 13). 

Figure 12. Along-valley vertical profiles of wind and potential temperature simulated in the 1.33 km
domain for non-event day 18 August. Wind vectors indicate wind in the x-z plane. Wind speed is the
u-component of the wind; negative values indicate easterly flow. The study area is located in cells 7–10
on the x-axis. Only the lowest 6 km are shown.

Upslope winds are not simulated during the morning of 18 August (Figure 13), presumably
due to insufficient vertical resolution in the model, although they were observed in the study
area. Upvalley winds of 1–5 m s−1 are simulated near the surface over the valley axis (Figure 13).
The simulated upvalley winds are aligned with the westerly winds simulated in the upper levels of
the domain (Figure 13). In the afternoon, there is an obvious northerly component to the simulated
upvalley flow from the surface up to about 2500 m (Figure 13); this is because the valley is oriented
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along a slightly northwest-southeast angle in the study area (Figure 8). Simulated winds well above
the ridgetops of the canyon do not have this northerly component (Figure 13).Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  17 of 22 
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Another notable difference between event and non-event days is the degree of stratification 
within the valley atmosphere. On event day 17 August, the valley atmosphere is strongly stratified 
during the morning hours, as indicated by the higher density of the potential temperature isolines 
near the surface as compared to in the free troposphere above the valley (Figures 10 and 11). On non-
event day 18 August, however, there is no increased stratification within the valley atmosphere 
compared to the free troposphere above the valley (Figures 12 and 13). Stronger stratification on event 
days likely facilitates formation of stronger gap flows in the canyon due to increased decoupling 
between the valley atmosphere and the free atmosphere above the valley. 

3.3.3. Horizontal Grid Spacing and Terrain Representation 

We also investigate the simulated winds in the 4 km domain since a 4 km horizontal grid spacing 
is representative of the grid spacing commonly used for operational high-resolution NWP. We 

Figure 13. Cross-valley vertical profiles of wind and potential temperature simulated in the 1.33 km
domain for non-event day 18 August. Wind vectors indicate wind in the y-z plane. Wind speed is the
u-component of the wind; negative values indicate easterly flow. Into the page is west with the north
canyon wall on the right. Only the lowest 6 km are shown.

Another notable difference between event and non-event days is the degree of stratification within
the valley atmosphere. On event day 17 August, the valley atmosphere is strongly stratified during
the morning hours, as indicated by the higher density of the potential temperature isolines near the
surface as compared to in the free troposphere above the valley (Figures 10 and 11). On non-event
day 18 August, however, there is no increased stratification within the valley atmosphere compared to
the free troposphere above the valley (Figures 12 and 13). Stronger stratification on event days likely
facilitates formation of stronger gap flows in the canyon due to increased decoupling between the
valley atmosphere and the free atmosphere above the valley.
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3.3.3. Horizontal Grid Spacing and Terrain Representation

We also investigate the simulated winds in the 4 km domain since a 4 km horizontal grid spacing is
representative of the grid spacing commonly used for operational high-resolution NWP. We anticipated
that the 4 km domain simulations would not show downvalley winds associated with the gap flow
events due to the coarse horizontal resolution of the model (4 km grid spacing) compared to the width
of the gap (~2 km); however, the simulations in the 4 km domain show downvalley flow in the study
area and along the canyon upstream at 0900 LT on event day 17 August. Along-valley vertical profiles
of simulated wind and potential temperature confirm that downvalley flow is simulated near the
surface along the valley axis in the 4 km domain (Figure 14).
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When defined by the nearest ridgelines, the gap is approximately 2 km wide in the study area
and narrower in portions of the upstream canyon. This gap is not adequately resolved by the 1.33 km
domain and is not resolved at all by the 4 km domain. Only one or two grid cells cover the gap in the
north–south direction in the 1.33 km domain and the gap is covered entirely by a single grid cell in the
4 km domain. The smallest-sized horizontal feature that can be adequately resolved in a NWP model
has a size of six to eight times the model horizontal grid spacing [13]. Thus, the 1.33 km domain can
only adequately resolve terrain features with horizontal scales of 5.3 km and larger. The 4 km domain
can only adequately resolve terrain features with horizontal scales of 16 km and larger.

The gap defined by the nearest ridgelines is not properly resolved in the model; however, the gap
could also be defined by higher ridgelines to the north and south of the river corridor. If the gap were
instead delineated by the Salmon River watershed, the width would be considerably larger (~50 km);
this is illustrated in the elevation profiles in Figure 1a. The Salmon River watershed is resolved by
both the 1.33 km and 4 km domains. Because the Salmon River canyon is a regional-scale depression
situated between the Clearwater Mountains to the north and the Selway-Bitterroot Mountains to the
south, gap flows are simulated in both domains when a favorable sea level pressure gradient exists.

The simulated events are affected by the poor terrain resolution, however. Because of the low
resolution, valley depth is underestimated and the strength of the downvalley flows is under-predicted
at least in part due to terrain misrepresentation (smoothing). The within-canyon stratification and
associated flow decoupling are likely under-predicted. Simulated speeds are lower in the study area in
the 4 km domain (Figure 14) than in the 1.33 km domain, and simulated speeds in the 1.33 km domain
(Figures 12 and 13) are up to 40% lower than observed in the study area (Figure 5).

The 1.33 km horizontal grid spacing is near the practical limit for horizontal resolution in WRF due
to discretization issues in steep terrain associated with the finite-difference method used in the model
and use of planetary boundary layer (PBL) schemes for Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)
turbulence closure that are not valid in complex terrain. Because of these limitations, finer horizontal
grid spacings are not investigated.

3.4. Gap Winds and Operational Modeling

The fact that gap flow was simulated in the 4 km domain suggests that routine high-resolution
NWP should be able to predict the gap flow events. To investigate this, we obtained archived
experimental 3 km High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) [30] and 4 km WRF simulations performed
by the University of Washington (UW-WRF) for event day 17 August. The HRRR is currently the
highest resolution operational forecast covering the contiguous United States; however, the 2011
forecasts investigated here are from an early experimental version of the HRRR, denoted hereafter as
HRRRx11 to avoid confusion with the operational HRRR, which received substantial data assimilation
and model physics upgrades before it was implemented operationally in 2014. The 4 km UW-WRF
domain is the highest resolution domain in the UW-WRF system covering the Salmon River Canyon
(UW-WRF also includes a 1.33 km domain, but it does not extend far enough east to cover the
study area).

HRRRx11 was initialized with the 13 km Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model (the HRRR is now
initialized with the Rapid Refresh (RAP) model) and had no data assimilation. The RUC did not
simulate the thermal low over eastern WA or the favorable east–west sea level pressure gradient that
the 36 km WRF reanalysis simulation did (Figure 7b). Gap flow was not predicted in the HRRRx11
simulation, presumably because the regional sea level pressure gradient was incorrectly simulated.

A favorable east–west sea level pressure gradient was simulated in the UW-WRF system, which is
in agreement with our reanalysis simulation (Figure 7b). The UW-WRF simulations show downvalley
flow along the length of the canyon during the morning of event day 17 August; however, the
simulated flow in the study area is weaker (1–3 m s−1) than that modeled in the reanalysis simulations.
Additionally, the UW-WRF modeled flow is not consistently downvalley throughout the morning
hours; some hours exhibit southerly or northerly flow over the study area.
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Thus, it appears that if the regional sea level pressure gradient is simulated correctly, the gap
winds in the Salmon River Canyon can be simulated by high-resolution operational NWP modeling,
although the strength of the gap winds may be substantially under-predicted. It is not clear why the
RUC did not simulate the regional sea level pressure gradient correctly on the morning of 17 August,
but the WRF-UW system did. It could be due to differences in data assimilation, methods used for
reduction to mean sea level pressure, or differences in PBL, land-surface, or radiation schemes between
the models.

There is some evidence to suggest that differences in the method used for reduction to mean
sea level pressure could be the culprit. Differences in the pressure reduction method can introduce
errors during interpolation of pressures from coarser to finer grids during model initialization over
complex terrain. Brewer et al. [14] report that the Shuell pressure reduction [31,32] used in the NARR
often results in a closed low pressure over eastern Washington and pressure ridging over higher
terrain during summer months, while the Mesinger pressure reduction [33] (e.g., used in the Eta
Model) does not produce either of these features. The Mesigner method was developed to mitigate
“unnatural-looking” small-scale terrain-following features in the pressure field [34]. The RUC model
uses the MAPS pressure reduction [35], which was also designed to provide a smoother sea level
pressure surface.

Use of these different pressure reduction methods could explain why the NARR reanalysis
runs for 17 August produced a favorable sea level pressure gradient with a closed low over central
Washington and associated gap winds in the Salmon River Canyon, but the HRRRx11 (initialized with
the RUC model) did not predict either. Brewer et al. [14] discuss the notion that certain meso-scale
pressure structures, including the thermal trough over eastern Washington may simply be artifacts
of faulty pressure reduction methods rather than physical features in the pressure field. The analysis
in the current work, however, suggests that the thermal trough and ridging over the high terrain
of western Montana and central Idaho are in fact physical features resulting in a favorable sea level
pressure gradient which drives the evolution and strength of gap winds in the Salmon River Canyon.
Given the various pressure reduction schemes in use and potential sensitivity of simulated pressures
to the chosen PBL, radiation, and land-surface schemes (which are not investigated in this work), it is
not clear how well current operational NWP models might perform in terms of predicting these gap
flow events.

4. Conclusions

In this work, gap winds measured in the Salmon River Canyon of central Idaho are found to
be driven by a regional-scale sea level pressure gradient induced by a surface pressure low that
intermittently forms over east-central Washington and Oregon during the summer. NWP modeling at
1.33 and 4 km horizontal grid spacing could simulate many aspects of the observed gap flow events,
although the strength of the gap flow is underestimated at both model resolutions. The river canyon
is not well-resolved by the 1.33 km domain and is not resolved at all by the 4 km domain; however,
because the canyon is a regional-scale depression situated between the high-elevation Clearwater
Mountains to the north and the Selway-Bitterroot Mountains to the south, gap flows are simulated in
both domains when a favorable sea level pressure gradient exists. Thus, operational modeling should
be able to predict these gap wind events. Two issues regarding prediction of gap wind events within
routine modeling frameworks were identified: (1) difficulty simulating the regional sea level pressure
gradient; and (2) underestimation of gap wind strength, likely due to terrain smoothing and possibly
underestimation of the sea level pressure gradient. These findings are important for wildland fire
applications as fires frequently occur in the Salmon River Canyon. Additionally, it is anticipated that
these types of gap wind events occur in other narrow canyons under favorable pressure gradients.
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